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Disclaimer 

Information, tools, tables, aids, worksheets contained in this 
publication and website, is general information only and not 
intended to be used as the sole information regarding your 
life and business. Readers are encouraged to seek independ-
ent professional advice before making their own decisions 
and assessments of their own unique personal situation. 
The publisher and author do not assume any responsibility 
whatsoever under any conditions or circumstances. 

Keys

Throughout the book look out for these keys, tools 
or skills to help you become a balanced person, a 
more productive member of society and understand-
ing yourself and others more completely. 

Free A4 form or workbook at  
www.abconlinebooks.com  
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Introduction:

Goals for you in this book

This book contains a lot of information about impor-
tant sexual issues that may save your life, enhance your 
sex life, plus give you the facts and truth  about certain 
issues which you may not be aware of. 

If you have any concerns about your health 
please consult your doctor, physician, or 

therapist for expert professional help. 

Throughout the book you will find lots of interesting 
facts, research and keys to a better and healthier sex 
life.  When it comes to sex there are important things 
that you need to know. One of the most important 
aspects of any relationship is communication. Other 
things that are important in a relationship include being 
understanding, honesty, and forgiveness.  
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Relationships and are built on trust, love, and friend-
ship.  Which one of these things do you need to work 
on to have a more successful relationship?  

The contents of this pocket book can in no way 
touch every aspect on the subject of sex, nor are 
we trying to portray all the answers but give you 
a broad outline of some common questions an  
problems you may like to know more. We trust 
this book will encourage you to spend time reading 
and researching more about the things which 
personally affect your everyday life.  
 

What we know or 
what we are told 

is not always the facts 
or the truth.
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Chapter 1

Sex & Romance

It is important to keep romance alive in your relation-
ship, remember when you first started dating, how 
great, excited and in love that you were, never stop 
dating your best friend. You take the initiative and say 
to your partner  let’s go on date each week. We become 
too familiar and let go of the things that attracted us 
to each other. You are never too old to start or begin 
dating and enriching your relationship. 

Your Chapter Goals

•	Communicate in word and actions.
•	Understand your spouse / partner.

We are sexual beings, in marriage and relation-
ships there are always difficulties which affect the 
sex in our lives. Some misunderstandings, frustra-
tions, and disagreements that affect our lives and 
the areas of sex in our relationships.  
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Sex is not like tuning a tap on and off as it is some-
times  portrayed in the movies. Great sex is the 
depth of a great relationship.  

The important thing is not to allow problems to get 
out of hand and cause serious issues in the relation-
ship. I haven’t met anyone yet who finds it easy to 
talk about problems together, but take a breath, stay 
calm talk and listen to each other, talk honestly and 
clearly about your concerns. Don’t put it off, talk 
asap at an appropriate time.  This may be a time in the 
mornings or before dinner, you know best.  
 

Listen to each other’s problems, 
feelings, wants and needs.  

 

Use the form on the next page to help you.

Take the time to reflect on your own actions 
in your relationship. It is never too late 
to try to resolve things, especially if both 
parties are willing to work on it.  
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Goals and needs of spouse / partner:

What would you like from me to nurture 
our relationship and fulfil your needs?

1…………………….................………………

2…………………….................………………
 
What can I do to help you fulfil your goals and desires?

1…………………….................………………

2…………………….................………………
 

Studies have proved it takes 3 - 4 
weeks to form a habit.
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Write in this form or download a larger A4 version
Score in Improving in the areas listed
Rating 1-10 where 10 = Excellent  

Day 1.............................|......... |.............................|.........|

Day 2............................|......... . |............................|.........|

Day 3............................|......... . |............................|.........|

Day 4............................|......... . |............................|.........|

Day 5............................|......... . |............................|.........|

Day 6............................|......... . |............................|.........|

Day 7............................|......... . |............................|.........|

Day 8............................|......... . |............................|.........|

Day 9............................|......... . |............................|.........|

 Details one .  .  .  .  .  Score  . Details two . . . . . .Score 
 Needs . . . . . . . .  .  .  .  . Desires
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Day 10............................|......... |............................|.........|

Day 11............................|......... |............................|.........|

Day 12............................|......... |............................|.........|

Day 13............................|......... |............................|.........|

Day 14............................|......... |............................|.........|

Day 15............................|......... |............................|.........|

Day 16............................|......... |............................|.........|

Day 17............................|......... |............................|.........|

Day 18............................|......... |............................|.........|

Day 19............................|......... |............................|.........|

Day 20............................|......... |............................|.........|

Day 21............................|......... |............................|.........|
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If you understand what you have done wrong it will be 
easier for you to change.  Remember little things do 
count, small gifts, flowers, going on a date, and doing 
romantic things  show each other that you care and 
love your partner.    

7 Mistakes made in Relationships

1. Not Listening to Your partner

This includes allowing your mind to wan-
der. For example paying more attention to the 
computer or television set. Ignoring body lan-
guage, and interrupting.  

2. Dishonesty

Having secrets and telling lies in your relationship 
can create barriers and build a lack of trust and cre-
ate problems.     
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3. Always Having to Be Right

This includes lecturing your partner, or having to 
have the last word. Very few people can love a 
know-it-all forever. Admit when you have made 
a mistake, or that you don’t have all the answers.   
Don’t answer every simple question with a long-
winded answer on the topic.   

4. Walk the Talk - Love grows by action

Actions do speak louder than words. When you 
say you’ll do something, do it.   

5. Lack of Respect

Don’t badmouth your partner to associates or 
friends. Spouses need to be thanked, respect-
ed and cherished. They need to know they 
are appreciated.    
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6. Being Selfish or Greedy

Being selfish is when you spend money on your-
self, but make a big deal if your partner spends a 
dollar. This is not wanting to open your home to 
friends and family because you prefer to be alone 
and don’t want the hassle of entertaining. It is 
hogging the remote. Only going to cheap restau-
rants when you could afford better, or not watch-
ing movies your partner wants to see. 

7. Communicate well.

We all have problems communicating, it isn’t easy 
but well worth working on. Sadly we aren’t taught 
how to communicate. We all have to work hard at 
this. When you say something make sure the oth-
er person understood what you said.  
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Kiss & Cuddle

Think that sex is the end-all and be-all of a rela-
tionship? You may be in the minority. Emotion-
al closeness tops physical contact, according to a 
new survey, where six out of 10 people prefer a 
kiss and a cuddle to sex and say being hugged re-
duces stress and helps with relaxation. 
 
If you have stopped kissing and hugging in your 
relationship for whatever reason, start today give 
your partner that kiss or hug even if they don’t 
deserve it. You might be amazed at the out-
come.    

Give that 
Kiss

Give that 
Hug
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A massage 

The whole body is sensitive and can be aroused, 
don’t just work on the genitals.  Remember the things 
you learned about what turns your partner on, and 
then applying it every time can gain you the dis-
tinction of being a great lover.   

Why do married couples have the best sex? It can 
take years to become familiar with, building and 
understanding what your spouse / partner likes and 
dislikes and what turns them on and what turns them 
off.  We have senses that can be used to contribute 
to better sex eg; touching, hearing, smelling, and 
seeing.   A great way to enjoy longer intimacy is to 
massage each other. I remember learning it while 
on a cruise. Majority of women really do prefer lei-
surely, playful, whole body sensuality.   

These days sex therapists recommend dropping 
the pornographic all genital sex style and 
adopting a leisurely, playful, whole body 
sensual approach.    
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Great Sex

Great sex is different things for different people.
It is generally considered normal for sex to dwindle 
as a relationship progresses. Familiarity with one 
another means there are very few surprises left, and 
you know exactly what the other person is going to 
do, and when they’re going to do it, precisely how 
it’s going to be done, and what is expected of you in 
return. The spontaneity usually disappears and some-
times the sex stops altogether.  

Work on keeping it exciting 
and fun together.

Libido and kids

If the problem is connected to libido then try 
making love at a different time not just at night 
when you are exhausted, if you are too tired by the 
end of the day get your partner to help with house 
work, or if you can afford to get  a teenager to help 
around the house and play with the kids. 
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Keep in mind that depression, auto-immune diseases 
and other fatigue-inducing illnesses are hard on 
intimate relationships. So, if you suspect there is 
a medical reason for low libido, then consult a 
doctor or medical practitioner.  Its up to you both 
to work out solutions so no one goes and strays 
with someone else for sex.   

Chapter Message

It is a known fact that men are turned on visually. 
On the other hand women are turned on by feel-
ings words and soft touch.  

Chapter Action Plan

•	Download goals and needs of spouse / partner.
•	Write down positive things you can do.
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Notes of Wisdom

“The best relationship is the one in which 
your love for each other exceeds your 
need for each other.” Unknown

“Everything that irritates us about others can lead 
us to an understanding of ourselves.” Carl Jung

Forms, Life tools and Links

 » www.abconlinebooks.com
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Chapter 2

Facts for Men Only

Remember men we think differently to how a woman 
thinks. So to be able to relate properly to a woman 
you need to start to understand how they view and 
see things. Try to see things from there point of 
view; it is not just about how you see things. This 
takes time, wisdom and practice, but begin today 
in the journey of discovering how your best mate 
thinks, responds and reacts to things. 

Your Chapter Goals

•	What women want.
•	Understand men’s concerns. 

What do women want in men?  Women want their 
men to be emotionally stable, they want them to be 
confident in themselves, and who are good leaders, 
and able to lead confidently.   
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Tips for Men

Men you should know that women like to talk 
about their problems and work them out a lot 
more than we do. So begin today to make an 
effort in talking more to your partner and allow 
your relationship to grow, watch and see the good 
changes in your relationship. Remember when you 
forgive someone it sets you free.    

Because we were created as sexual beings men 
always place a high priority on physical sexual 
pleasure and performance. Where as a woman values 
the closeness and emotions of a relationship. The 
typical man under 40 is ready for intercourse about 
five minutes into sexual foreplay; it takes the typical 
woman at least a half hour. So if you want a turned-
on woman in bed with you, slow down.  
 
Give more into your relationship than getting 
or taking, look for the positive things that you 
can give to your relationship.  
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Research shows that as men mature and get older 
the number one sexual need for men is pleasing 
their partner. Most men do think about sex a lot 
more than women. Studies reveal that pornog-
raphy robs you of real intimate sex.   

Studies  also show the important need for men is 
to please their spouse / partner in the bedroom. 
The idea of pleasing and fulfilling you to ensure 
an orgasm is reached. They show that men 
will even give up their own climax for you, so 
allow them to fill their greatest desire in bed and 
that is to know they have fulfilled you.  

Note: Men if you try harder to live in an understand-
ing way with your spouse / partner you will both be 
happier and have a better relationship that will be 
enhanced in all areas of life including sex. 
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Male Dysfunctions

Male dysfunctions
Are a health issue;

Not an Embarrassment 

Erectile dysfunction is a common problem that needs 
medical attention and should never be ignored. It 
happens to men of all ages and affects at least 1 in 5 
men over the age of 40 years, increasing to about two 
in three men over the age of 70 years of age. 

Sometimes known as impotence, erectile dysfunction 
is often a sign of another physical or psychological 
problem. For example, erectile dysfunction can be an 
early warning sign for life-threatening health problems 
such as diabetes, heart disease or depression.  

Sex is a normal part of a marriage  relationship 
and an important part of many relationships. 
Seeking help to keep an active sex life is wise 
and perfectly normal, regardless of age.  
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Most men are able to take the tablet forms of treat-
ment for erectile dysfunction. For men with erectile 
dysfunction these treatments will not only improve 
erections and allow intercourse to take place but 
improve the health of the relationship.  

Erectile dysfunction affects most men psycho-
logically. Even if the cause of the problem is 
a purely physical one, so gaining support is an 
important part of treatment.  

A 2003 telephone survey 
of men in Australia 

estimated the prevalence of 
erectile dysfunction in 
middle aged and older 

men to be 21%.
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Rapid ejaculation

Research reveals rapid ejaculation is man’s most 
common sex problem and affects 1/3 of all men. 
There are exercises available to help in this so talk 
to your doctor or medical practitioner.  These days 
we are flooded with junk mail, emails advertising 
drugs to  enlarge your penis. This can cause some to 
get a complex about their size, but be happy with the 
way you were made and get on with being the best 
husband/partner you can be.  

Did you know sex starts as soon as you wake  up 
in the morning and is created during the day. It 
doesn’t start  when your interested that night, 
this may be  a shock to some but if you treat your 
wife /partner lovingly, caringly and treat her as a 
princess, then men you are more likely have great 
sex. However if you are awful to her and treat her 
badly then come 9.55pm don’t expect anything. 

There is no normal God given 
amount of sexual desire. 
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Research shows that the 2/3 of men want sex more 
often than their wife, work together on this one so 
that bad attitudes are not built towards each other. 
Come to some agreement so your love for each 
other blossoms into a great relationship.  

Sex regularity differs from one couple to the next, 
however, never leave your partner wondering if 
you don’t feel like sex for any length of time. Talk 
about it, be understanding, get professional help if 
necessary but communicate honestly towards each 
other, and be considerate. If it is because you’re tired 
work on alternative times eg like in the morning. 
The important thing is talk, communicate don’t 
leave the other person wondering, that only leads to 
bigger problems being created in your relationship. 
There can be other genuine reasons that may have 
caused problems or issues from the past eg; sexual 
abuse as a child, rape, incest, and other abuse. The 
best thing to do is get professional help, but be 
understanding and supportive for these situations, 
remembering it is difficult for the victim to even 
mention it then alone talk about it.  
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Chapter Message

We have covered a lot of ground in this chapter but 
pick one thing that you can see that needs improvement 
and work on that. Most men dislike being told things, 
but swallow the pride be a man and begin to change 
the things you know you need to change.  

Chapter Action Plan

•	Write down one thing you want to change.
•	Talk to your doctor or professional if you have 

concerns.

Notes of Wisdom

“The start of a quarrel is like a leak in a dam  
So stop it before it bursts.” Proverbs 

Forms, Life tools and Links

 » www.abconlinebooks.com
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Chapter 3

Sex & Live Longer 

Is sex really that important? As more and more research 
is done on the subject, it's becoming clearer and 
clearer that having healthy sex is essential to a healthy 
life - and that sex can even help you to live longer. 
According to Dr. Irwin Goldstein, Director of Sexual 
Medicine at Alvarado Hospital, if you read the latest 
research below , "you can't conclude anything else 
but that it's healthy to have sexual activity.  

Your Chapter Goals

•	See why sex helps us live longer.
•	Understand the Love tank. 

At some level, God made us to engage in sex for 
reasons beyond reproduction. It makes us healthier, 
happier people; more physically active, mentally 
active, more alert, more hormonally respon-
sive, more sensate, and more pleasant."  
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The research being done pinpoints a few very 
specific and oftentimes surprising health benefits 
that result from a healthy and active sex life. Health-
line examined a dozen of the most proven and in-
teresting of the lot.    

12 Ways Sex Helps You Live Longer 

1. Fights	colds	and	the	flu.	  According to 
a study done at Wilkes University, peo-
ple who have sex a couple of times a 
week tend to have significantly higher 
amounts of the antibody immunoglobin 
A (IgA) than those who have sex less 
than once a week. What does that mean? 
"IgA is the first line of defence against 
colds and flu," says Carl Charnetski, one 
of the researchers on the Wilkes study. 
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2. Burns calories,   Sex increases blood flow, 
and gets your heart pumping. Simply put, 
sex is exercise, and it's more fun than run-
ning laps. Although sex doesn't burn a ton 
of calories - about 30 calories for every 20 
minutes of moderately vigorous sex, accord-
ing to Fitness magazine - it's still more ex-
ercise than you'd get sitting on the couch in 
front of your TV.  

3. Reduces risk of heart disease.   Numer-
ous studies have shown that an active sex 
life is closely correlated with longer life. 
Specifically, it seems like sex may lower 
the risk for heart attacks, strokes, and oth-
er heart diseases.  An Irish study in 1997 
found that by having sex three or more 
times a week, men reduced their risk of 
heart attack or stroke by half.  More re-
cently, in 2010, the New England Re-
search Institute conducted a massive study 
proving that sex twice a week reduces 
risk of heart disease by 45%.  
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4. Regulates hormone levels.   Why should 
you care? Well, among other things,  
a healthy hormone profile promotes  
regular menstrual cycles and decreases  
negative menopause symptoms.  

5. Cures headaches and reduces  
physical pain.   Next time your partner tries 
to use the old "not tonight, my head hurts" 
excuse, tell him or her that sex will actually 
help. How? During sex, the hormone oxy-
tocin (which will come up again and again 
in this discussion) is released in your body, 
and oxytocin reduces pain. In a study pub-
lished in the Bulletin of Experimental Biol-
ogy and Medicine, volunteers who inhaled 
oxytocin vapor and then had their fingers 
pricked felt only half as much pain as others 
who did not inhale any oxytocin.  
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6. Reduces stress and lowers blood pressure.   
Another benefit of the oxytocin released 
during orgasm: it calms the nerves. Studies 
done on lab rats have shown that oxytocin 
counteracts the effects of cortisol (a stress 
hormone). Sex also helps you sleep better. 
When he rolls over and starts snoring after 
a good bout in the bed, it's not just physi-
cal exhaustion. Oxytocin not only calms 
you down, but it also specifically promotes 
sleep.  
 
Now is that a good excuse that you can sug-
gest to your spouse / partner, after all every-
one likes sleeping better. 
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7. Reduces risk for prostate cancer.    
In 2003, Australian researchers published  
a study showing that the more often men 
ejaculate between the ages of 20 and 50,  
the less likely they are to develop prostate 
cancer. According to the author of the study, 
men in their 20's should probably be  
ejaculating once a day.  
 
A similar study performed a year later by 
2004 National Cancer Institute showed that 
men who ejaculated at least five times a 
week, whether by sex or masturbation,  
were less likely to get prostate cancer.  
"The claim physiologically," Dr. Goldstein 
told us, "is that if you empty out the tank 
every so often, it's healthier than holding 
onto the material within the tank."  
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8. Reduces risk for breast cancer.  Women 
can get in on some of this sex-as-preventa-
tive-care thing too. According to Dr. Gold-
stein, studies show that "women who have 
vaginal intercourse often have less risk of 
breast cancer than those who do not." Dr. 
Goldstein added that it's "pretty interesting 
and exciting and needs to be studied more." 

9. Boosts self-esteem and improves mood.   
The psychological benefits of a healthy sex 
life are many. The feeling of walking around 
on cloud nine after sex lasts longer than you 
think. According to Dr. Goldstein, a healthy 
sex life leads to long-term satisfaction with 
one's mental health and enhances your abil-
ity to communicate honestly and intimately. 
People who are sexually active are less like-
ly to have alexithymia, which is a person-
ality trait characterized by the inability to 
express or understand emotions. In other 
words, people having sex can express them-
selves better. The more often you have sex, 
the less depression and stress you have. 
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10. Prevents preeclampsia.   Preeclampsia is 
a fairly common condition where hyperten-
sion arises during pregnancy. Interestingly 
enough, a number of studies have shown 
that if a woman has had enough exposure 
to her partner's semen prior to conception, 
she is significantly less likely to get preec-
lampsia.  
 
* Tests conducted by Dutch biologists in 
2000 confirmed this  
 
 

11. Increases bladder control.    
The pelvic thrusting involved in sex exer-
cises the “Kegel muscles”, the same set of 
muscles that controls urine flow. So lots  
of sex now may help prevent the onset of  
incontinence later.  
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12. Improves sense of smell.    
Scientists knew for a long time that the 
hormone prolactin surges in both men and 
women after orgasm. Then in 2003, a team 
of Canadian researchers discovered that, in 
mice, prolactin causes stem cells in the brain 
to develop new neurons in the brain's olfac-
tory bulb - its smell center. Dr. Sam Weiss, 
one of the researchers, said that he suspects 
that the increase in prolactin levels after sex 
helps "forge memories that are part of mat-
ing behaviors."  
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Filling Your Love Tank

We all have a fuel tank that powers our lives; this fuel 
tank is referred to as our Love Tank and there are 5 
types of actions that provide this fuel.  
 
•	Words; when someone compliments you.
•	Touch; when you are touched appropriately.
•	Service; when someone does something for you.
•	Gifts; when someone gives you a gift.
•	Time; spending quality time with someone.    

Every person has a distinct type of love that they 
favour or need in order to feel happy and secure, 
what’s yours? One way of working out what your 
key love language, is by thinking about when you 
feel the most loved. In turn we need too know the 
key love language for the important people in our 
lives; our spouse and partner and then continu-
ally work on filling their Love Tank.  
When you fill your spouse’s love tank almost auto-
matically (like the law of gravity) your love tank will 
eventually be filled in return.   
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Words.
Saying, “I Love you” is only one way to love, there 
are other types of LOVE words like: Compliment-
ing, Encouraging and Appreciative Words.   Up-
lifting, positive words like “I think you’re great” 
or “You are beautiful / handsome” These words 
all fill the love tank of the recipient and make 
them feel more loved and appreciated.  

Touch.
Touching appropriately is another way to show 
love, there are lots of types of touching like : 
holding hands, kissing, hugging, touching head, 
touching ear. Sexual intercourse within marriage. 

Service.
Service is another way to show love, there are 
lots of things you can do like ; Washing your  
spouses car. Washing the dishes. Cleaning the 
house, Doing something special for your spouse. 
Doing a job as a surprise.   
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Gifts.
Gifts are another way to show love, most peo-
ple like gifts and it doesn’t have to be expensive. 
ideas include eg; gifts, flowers, inexpensive gifts, 
expensive gifts, chocolates giving and receiv-
ing all of these.    

Time
Quality time is another important way to show 
love, to a person. Eg; Having an uninterrupt-
ed coffee together. Talking with no distractions 
Spending quality time together no phones, no 
T.V, or even no computer.   
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Love languages

The Love Language Game.
You can take this as seriously as you like or you can 
have lots of fun working on this, it makes it a fun 
game and it is a great learning tool. Get together with 
your  spouse / partner.  Firstly explain the differ-
ent Love languages from the book and begin to ask 
questions. Most people can work out their dominant 
type of love language (words, touch, service, gifts, 
time), think when you feel most loved.  
 
People can identify with more than one normally but 
one will be the dominant one, rarely will it be two at 
50%, most of the time there will be one that is greater 
than 50% If you are completing this on your own, at 
least it will hopefully encourage you to think and com-
municate further with the important people in your 
life to know and understand how they tick.  
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Download a copy of the “Love Language” work-
sheet and place your spouse name under the 
heading you think is correct, compare your results. 
For detailed information you will find it in the 
book Five Love Languages by Gary Chapman.
Quotations from The Five Love Languages, North-
field Publishing, 1992, 1995, 2004 by Gary D. 
Chapman. Used with permission of the publisher.
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Goals and Needs of Others:

Sometimes it’s hard to know the goals and needs 
of the important people in our life. Take the time 
to ask your spouse, what you can do to fully 
nurture your relationship and better fulfill their 
needs and also what can you do to help them fulfill 
their life’s Goals and Desires?   
 
What can you do to fully nurture your relationship 

and fulfill their needs .  

For a typical husband & wife this might be  for 
him to help more domestically, for a wife it 
might be encouraging your husband. 

 
What can you do to help fulfill 
their lifes Goals and Desires?  

Or it  might be helping more with a business or at 
home.      
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Goals and needs of spouse / partner:

What would you like from me to nurture 
our relationship and fulfil your needs?

1…………………….................………………

2…………………….................………………
 
What can I do to help you fulfil your goals and desires?

1…………………….................………………

2…………………….................………………
 

Studies have proved it takes 3 - 4 
weeks to form a habit.
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Write in this form or download a larger A4 version
Score in Improving in the areas listed
Rating 1-10 where 10 = Excellent  

 
Day 1.............................|......... |.............................|.........|

Day 2............................|......... . |............................|.........|

Day 3............................|......... . |............................|.........|

Day 4............................|......... . |............................|.........|

Day 5............................|......... . |............................|.........|

Day 6............................|......... . |............................|.........|

Day 7............................|......... . |............................|.........|

Day 8............................|......... . |............................|.........|

Day 9............................|......... . |............................|.........|
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Day 10............................|......... |............................|.........|

Day 11............................|......... |............................|.........|

Day 12............................|......... |............................|.........|

Day 13............................|......... |............................|.........|

Day 14............................|......... |............................|.........|

Day 15............................|......... |............................|.........|

Day 16............................|......... |............................|.........|

Day 17............................|......... |............................|.........|

Day 18............................|......... |............................|.........|

Day 19............................|......... |............................|.........|

Day 20............................|......... |............................|.........|

Day 21............................|......... |............................|.........|
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Notes

…………………………………………………

…………………………………………………

…………………………………………………

…………………………………………………

…………………………………………………

…………………………………………………

…………………………………………………

…………………………………………………

…………………………………………………

…………………………………………………
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Chapter Message

From the research it makes it clear that a healthy 
sex life does make you healthier and helps to pro-
long life.  Interesting Note: Internet search 
statistics indicate the most commonly reported 
female-specific sexual dysfunction, returns only 
65,000 hits on Google, compared to more than 
5 million for erectile dysfunction.   

Chapter Action Plan

•	Work out your Love Language using the form 
on line.

•	Complete the form of Love languag-
es of the important people in your life. 
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Notes of wisdom:

There is a wise saying that says “It takes 
effort to do something worthwhile.”

“Do it Now - later, will not happen.”

Live in an understanding way with 
your spouse or partner.

Life Tools & Links

 » www.abconlinebooks.com
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Chapter 4

Facts For Women only

Men want to please you, giving you an orgasm, 
seeing your enjoyment and pleasure can make a man 
feel turned on and even more fulfilled.  Studies show 
that men will give up their own orgasm so that they 
can give you a fantastic pleasurable orgasm.  

Your Chapter Goals

•	Benefits of kissing.
•	Understand sexual dysfunctions.

Men love when you allow yourself to give in to 
the pleasure of sex.  Men desire a woman, not for 
a perfect body, but one who can experience the joy 
of sex. Communicate with your partner your prefer-
ences when it comes to sex.    

Your partner cannot read your mind. 
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Kissing

Cleaning Of Teeth
It is believed that saliva build up during kissing, 
can help in cleaning the teeth, and also in restrict-
ing the formation of plaque on them. This saliva 
contains proteins, which are helpful in removing 
the bacteria growth as well as the acids accumu-
lated inside teeth. Thus, if you don’t want to see 
your dentist often, it is good to practice kissing 
more than you usually do .  

Maintaining Health Of Heart
Kissing is found to improve the health of the hu-
man heart, as it can enhance the level of blood 
pumped by heart in a particular period. Also, kiss-
ing can facilitate patients with hypertension to 
lower down their blood pressure levels. Thus, you 
can practice kissing and keep your vital organs in 
good condition.     
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Lowering The Pace Of Aging
The process of kissing can lower the speed at 
which the fine aging lines can appear on your 
face. The participation of various muscles present 
on your face in kissing can bring a glow to your 
face and eradicate the appearance of signs and 
symbols of old age.   

Relieving Mind From Stress
When you kiss, you feel happy and full of en-
ergy. Thus, with regular kissing, you can keep 
stress away from your mind and add significant 
amount of duration to your age. Thus, you can 
live longer with your partner by taking a daily 
dose of kissing.   

All the big kissers said I like that research bring 
it on! It doesn’t surprise me when you think eve-
rything has been created for a purpose.  

The following is an extract from 7 Dec 2010  
www.loverslovelife.com/what-are-the-health.
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"In 1978, we first published research indicating that 
each passionate kiss burns between 6 and 12 calories, 
depending on the level of enthusiasm," says Betty 
Goldblatt, RD, MPH, publisher and co-founder of 
Environmental Nutrition newsletter. 

 
Extract from 11 Feb 2004.www.medicinenet.com/

 
 

That’s close to what’s consumed
while jogging for one minute 

Myth:   A woman has to have an orgasm in order 
to enjoy sex. This myth seems to be more common 
among men than among women.   
 
Orgasm Fact :   Many women enjoy the closeness and 
physical intimacy of sex and are satisfied even if they 
do not, or do not always, have an orgasm. 
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Sexual dysfunction in women

There is strong evidence to suggest that as many, 
if not more women than men, experience a sexual 
problem, yet women very rarely have such problems 
managed by a GP. In 2007–08, sexual problems were 
managed only 1.1 times per 1,000 encounters with 
women aged 18 years and over, the most commonly 
managed being painful intercourse (from vaginismus 
or dyspareunia) and lack or loss of libido, account-
ing for 47% and 37% of all female sexual dysfunc-
tion problems managed, respectively. 
 » Extract Dec 2010 www.aihw.gov.au/publications/gep/ge

Further info

According to the Journal of the American Medical 
Association, 43 percent of American women suffer 
from some form of female sexual dysfunction. Yet 
female sexual problems don't seem to rank highly 
on the list of medical concerns in our country. Hypo-
active sexual desire disorder (HSDD)  
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Interesting Note: 
The most commonly reported female-specific 
sexual dysfunction, returns only 65,000 hits on 
Google, compared to more than 5 million for 
erectile dysfunction.     

There is a clear and dangerous disconnect 
between the reality of the many women suffer-
ing from sexual dysfunctions and the fantasy 
that everything is fine and dandy. This reality is 
represented by a severe lack of conversation and 
common knowledge on the subject.   
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Vulvodynia condition 

Vulvodynia condition affects millions of women 
and results in significant state of substandard 
health. By and large, it’s a neglected, misunderstood 
condition and misdiagnosed. The symptoms of 
vulvodynia  the stinging, burning, and rawness  are 
oftentimes what women experience with vaginal 
infections, doctors quickly jump to the conclusion 
that a woman has an infection.   

Almost every woman we speak with says the same 
thing: "they kept treating me for yeast, over and 
over again, but the pain didn’t go away." 

Even in this day and age 
some women mistakenly believe 

that some level of pain 
is normal with intercourse, 

This is not True.
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Sex, Lies, STIs, and Teenage Girls

Domestic Policy — By Joe Carter by USA Studies   

A recent study by the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention finds that one in 
four (26%) female adolescents in the United 
States has at least one of the most common 
sexually transmitted infections (STIs). 

But what excuse does the rest of America have? 
Are we so committed to sexualizing young girls 
that we’ve decided rampant STIs are necessary 
collateral damage? Perhaps we’ve reconciled our-
selves to the fact that sacrificing a few thousand 
girls to infertility and cervical cancer is a price 
worth paying to ensure that the sexual revolution 
continues unabated.   
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Chapter Message

It is important to teach your partner how to 
please you, which will give them the opportuni-
ty to fill their greatest need in bed. 

Chapter Action Plan

•	Research more if you have concerns.
•	Learn to communicate more with your partner . 

Notes of Wisdom

“Forgive so you can be free”
"A kiss makes the heart young again and 
wipes out the  years."  Rupert Burke

Forms, Life tools and Links

 » www.abconlinebooks.com
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Chapter 5

The Sex Conspiracy

You are probably thinking what is this con-
spiracy, well it is a number of things, like how 
we perceive sex by what we watch, its about the 
real truth of condoms,  pornography, and some 
other interesting facts about sex.   
 
The conspiracy is the way sex is portrayed on 
TV and in the movies. It is portrayed that every-
thing is perfect in an unreal fantasy world. But we 
live in a real world with real people not fictional 
actors who are paid to entertain you.   
 
It’s fine to be entertained, a good movie can be 
very enjoyable, but it not reality, our emotions 
sometimes have trouble discerning real from 
just an act. Have you ever cried in a movie when 
someone is killed, or something upsetting happens, 
this shows even though we know it’s not real 
we can become emotionaly involved.   
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In a world of portrayed fantasy that we watch we 
wonder if we measure up to what we see. That is an 
unreal expectation we can put on ourselves and others.

Research is proving that the best and most satisfy-
ing, and fulfilling sex is with committed and married 
couples. Studies and research reveal some disturb-
ing truth about the safe use of condoms and the 
negative effects pornography can have on a person.

Your Chapter Goals

•	Truth about pornography.
•	Truth about condoms

Stress is an enemy of great sex. So is anxiety 
about performance. In this chapter there are lots 
of facts and information about things that affect 
us as sexual human beings.   
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Deep down we all know right from wrong our 
conscience tells us. Just like when we break the 
rules of the land, like speeding or drink driving 
we pay a price with a fine and hopefully no one 
got hurt or killed in the process, so you pay 
a price for breaking the law.   

The law of man

Weather you are a bible reader or not, when you 
sleep with another’s partner you are hurting, 
them, their partner, your partner, everyone 
around you including yourselves.   

Every week you read or see  headlines celebrity 
affair with so and so and the other party says “They 
feel betrayed and can never trust them again”.  How 
and why do we get to that place of sleeping around, 
it can be many reasons, but remember not only 
are we sexual beings but firstly we are emotional 
beings, It’s these emotions that drive us into trouble, 
and it’s these emotions that need work.  
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Flirting 

Flirting with the opposite sex is where an affair 
normally begins, and then just get caught up in 
it, flirting is dangerous when a spouse/ partner 
places his or her primary emotional needs in 
the hands of someone outside the marriage re-
lationship. An emotional affair can be just as 
devastating as a physical sexual affair.  

Beware of forming overly friendly ties with friends 
and work associates of the opposite sex,  flirting 
may start off innocently but beware of the danger 
that many have caused in their lives from this little 
thing that started off as harmless flirting.  Be sure 
you know where your boundaries are so when the 
gloss wears off your still on solid ground.  
 
It’s similar to you being faithful to your spouse 
and this includes your emotions set yourself 
boundaries of what you will and wont do. 
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Lack of intimacy with your spouse

It is much better to flirt and  have a love affair with 
your spouse / partner than for another person to flirt 
and compliment your spouse.   
  

“So I say FLIRT 

with your spouse  

partner every day.” 
 
 

Do nice things, 
say nice things 

to your spouse / partner.
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Lost romance in your marriage relationship

Bring romance back into your marriage put the 
energy into wooing your spouse instead of some 
stranger.  The problems you have in your marriage 
will more than likely eventually rise in another re-
lationship   You hear people say “Be true to your-
self“ be honest and take a look within.  

Shattered relationships 

I’ve seen and watched a lot of broken relation-
ships, It’s a funny thing but really sad that peo-
ple who have affairs usually realise, often too 
late that it wasn’t worth it.    

They come crying back and say I’m sor-
ry forgive me take me back.  Sex conspira-
cy is all about messing up your life and of-
ten it is done in a sexual way. For a moment 
take God out of the picture ,the end of the day 
we all want the same sort of things.   
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We want to be loved and we want to be  appreci-
ated, we all want our spouse to be faithful (unless it 
suits your relationship so you too can be unfaithful), 
Think about it, Was it worth it ?   

A bit of so called happiness and enjoyment , often 
short lived,  You are probably thinking the author is a 
goody, goody,  but I know what happens with affairs, 
when my friends wife ran off with another man, she 
felt sure she was missing out on something in life, but 
discovered the hard way she was wrong.  

The sad thing is it didn’t end up the way she thought 
and hoped it would be. When you look at statis-
tics the outcomes speak for themselves.  

Are we just dumb or stupid. Have you ever  
watched the movie “Dumb and Dumber.” We 
laugh at the movie but in real life sometimes we do 
the dumbest and most foolish things. 
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Who has the best sex

A good sex life takes time and effort to maintain. 
It won’t always be easy -- our busy lives are taxing 
and often leave us tired and devoid of the imagina-
tion and motivation required to keep up the pace. Try 
giving your spouse a full body massage  
 
Having good sex doesn’t necessarily mean spending 
hours and hours of frolicking, it can be as simple as doing 
something a little different just for a change.  

Women are cyclic creatures, and her sex drive 
will vary depending on her hormones and what’s 
going on in her life. Sometimes it takes a bit longer 
to get her interested and the same-old song and 
dance may not be enough after a few years. This 
applies to you too.  Therefore, it's important to 
add a few more stimulating aspects to your sex 
life to keep things interesting.  
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Pornography

Pornography portrays that all men have large 
penises but that’s simply not true, unfortu-
nately this myth can influence some  mens per-
formance during intercourse.   

Sex therapists recommend for three main men's 
sex problems like: coming too soon, erection dif-
ficulties, and problems coming at all. The advice 
is dropping the pornographic all genital sex style 
and adopting, guess what? a more leisurely, and 
playful, whole body sensuality.   

Pornography robs you?

Now, if you are a heterosexual man the only erec-
tions you ever see, other than your own, are the 
ones in pornography. And every one of them 
is considerably larger than yours. So a typical 
man, who sees pornography is completely 
justified in believing that he has the smallest 
penis he's ever seen, because it's true.  
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They forget that pornography is self-selecting, 
these are not average men. They’re the extreme 
end of the scale.”  Some of the other fictions 
that porn perpetuates are the idea that women 
are always primed and ready.  

The thing with porn, remember It’s like 
watching a car chase in an action movie. It’s 
exciting, it’s entertaining, but everyone knows 
it’s not anything like normal driving. 

Penis size

None of the products that you see advertised 
on the Internet for penis enlargements work. 

None of them. You cannot increase the size of your 
penis with pills, exercises, hanging weights from your 
penis, none of it.  But I can tell you the secret to making 
the most of what the good Lord gave you.  
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No matter whether it's flaccid or erect, the size of 
your penis depends on the amount of blood con-
tained in the organ. So if you want to be as large 
as you possibly can be, you want to make sure that 
all the blood can get in there.   
 
So the first thing you need to do is stop smoke ciga-
rettes. I think we could probably eradicate smoking 
in this country among men if the government intro-
duced billboards that said “Your Penis Shrinks With 
Every Puff”. This is medically true. Smoking acceler-
ates the narrowing of arteries, which is why smoking 
is a major risk factor for heart attack.  

Stop Smoking Cigarettes.  
Your Penis Shrinks  

With Every Puff. 
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Viagra

Side Effects of Viagra
Very few drugs work perfectly, and Viagra is 
no exception. Just about every drug has side 
effects that arise because the drug is flowing 
throughout the body and may affect parts of the 
body unintentionally. Viagra has several side 
effects of which patients need to be aware. 

In clinical trials, the most common adverse effects 
of sildenafil use may included headache, flushing, 
dyspepsia, nasal congestion and impaired vision, 
including photophobia and blurred vision.  Other 
test have revealed diarrhoea; dizziness; flushing; 
headache; heartburn; stuffy nose; upset stomach. 
(Seek medical attention right away if any of these 
severe side effects occur.)   
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The Condom Conspiracy:

Condoms
People commonly say that using a condom 
makes sex safe, but is this really true? What 
are the risks still involved with 'protected' 
sex? Can you still get pregnant? Can you still 
get an STI (sexually transmitted infection)? 
The unexpected answer: Yes, definitely.  

The truth is, even if you use a condom every time 
you have sex, you're still at risk of becoming 
pregnant or getting a STI. It is alarming to consider 
that, especially given the widespread distribution 
of condoms and education regarding condom use 
in the U.S., There are still over 70 million people 
suffering the destructive consequences of STIs 
today (with 20 million more added to that number 
each year, almost half of whom are teenagers).
What we are not typically told is that condoms 
have the highest pregnancy rate among the 
most common methods of birth control. 
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Thirty years ago, 

people only worried 
about two STDs 

- 
syphilis and gonorrhea. 

Today, there are at least 25 new STI’s, and many 
of them have no symptoms and no cure.  In 
addition, about 20 million new STI cases occur in 
the U.S. each year. Almost half of those occur in 
someone between the ages of 15 and 24.  
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"Safe" Sex?

The following research shows there is 
no safe sex with multiple partners.

The Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 
gathered the information from many different, rigorous 
scientific studies performed to determine the effective-
ness of condoms in preventing STIs and unplanned 
pregnancies. Here is what they found:  

There is no clinical proof that condoms are effec-
tive in reducing the risk of infection from chla-
mydia, genital herpes, HPV, syphilis, chancroid 
or trichomoniasis. Some protection was found 
for men against gonorrhea infection, but not for 
women. Condoms were found to reduce the risk 
of HIV/AIDS transmission during vaginal sex 
by 85% when used consistently (every time a 
person has sex, without exception) and "correctly" 
(following a specific 6 step procedure). 
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What this means is that even using condoms 
correctly 100 percent of the time still leaves a 
15 percent risk of HIV infection, the virus that 
causes AIDS, a routinely fatal disease. 

Prevention

Yes, thankfully STIs can be prevented. Prac-
tice abstinence by avoiding sexual activity if 
you are single. Save sex until marriage. Be 
faithful to one uninflected partner for the rest 
of your life. This is truly the only way to avoid 
the risk of an infection.   

There are also a number of ways to reduce 
the risk of infection. Wait to have sex un-
til you are in a faithful lifelong relationship. 
The fewer people you have sex with, the lower 
your risk of getting STIs. Correct and consist-
ent condom use can also reduce (but not elimi-
nate) your risk of getting most STIs.  
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Infectious Diseases

Today sex is becoming a dangerous act outside 
of marriage where you have made a commitment 
to be with that person and no other person for 
life. But sex with multiple partners can and often 
leads to terminal diseases like AIDS. 

Chapter Message

We all were created with a conscience.  If 
you believe in God then when you are sleep-
ing around with other partners other than your 
spouse, you have only broken 2 commandments 
and that is love God with all your heart and 
love your neighbour as yourself. 

Chapter Action Plan

•	Research more if needed.
•	Plan to change what and how you do things.
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Notes of Wisdom

“People are lonely because they build walls 
instead of bridges.” Joseph F. Newton Men

Forms, Life tools and Links

 » www.abconlinebooks.com
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Chapter 6

Affairs  

It is much wiser to romance your spouse / 
partner than to jump into bed with your next 
door neighbour . Work on dating your spouse 
not your secretary or boss.  Unfaithful or bluntly 
the word adultery is used selectively from the 
media when they want to create impact. 

Your Chapter Goals

•	Communicate in word and actions.
•	Understand your spouse / partner.

Why do we do it?  Deep down we know it will 
probably end in disaster. Are we dumb and dumber.
Any affairs that I am aware have all ended in 
disaster after a few months or a few years. So why 
do we do it. I believe it is allowing the darkness 
within our souls to take over and it is like a 
sheep or goat going to the slaughterhouse.  
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We get caught up in lies, dishonesty and in-
fatuations not real love. Real love lasts a lifetime. 

Proverbs says who ever  commits adultery with a 
woman lacks understanding: he that does it destroys 
his own soul. Even though people know it doesn’t 
stop it happening every day. Where is the wisdom in 
that. It’s like trying to ride a bike down a very rugged 
steep mountain, it is almost impossible to get to the 
bottom  without being hurt and bruised. 

Be faithful to your significant partner. That 
is what most people really want faithful-
ness and honesty in their relationship.  

The laws of the universe, things work best in the 
right environment without problems. Eg; electricity 
works best with wires and cables if you add water 
to the equation it creates a problem and often can 
be disastrous. So to when we sleep around we get 
a moment of satisfaction but create problems that 
snowball into bigger problems. 
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How often do you hear that so and so ran off with 
so and so and then a year or so later and sometimes 
even after a few months you hear they are no longer 
together. It was just a fling that’s now destroyed 
their lifes.  They thought they had something great 
going and now they have nothing, with lots of pain 
and loneliness to add to it all. It comes down to 
making a decision to walk away from that temptation 
that may seem inviting, at the time, don’t be a fool 
as many fools before you have done.   

Are we so blinded that we cant see the results around 
us, you think we’d get it. But often it is selfishness 
and wanting instant gratification that we can’t see 
the trap that is set to bring us down. There is an 
enemy that wants to destroy your life by any means 
possible, so we have to fight the war within and use 
some discipline to conquer the battle. 
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I remember taking my girlfriend trail bike riding 
on a Yamaha 650cc twin road bike, the ground 
was a bit wet and slippery, the problem was 
that it wasn’t as much fun because the bike was 
designed for the highway not the dirt.  

So too when we sleep around it might be a bit of fun 
for a while but in the end the loneliness and hurt will 
creep back in like getting a handful of sand in your 
eyes.  It’s a funny thing the majority of people, even 
those that don’t believe in God, still want their spouse 
to be faithful and honest in their relationship, and not 
be sleeping around with other people.   

Life reveals that if you commit adultery, most of 
the time it all ends up in disaster with broken mar-
riages and relationships, but we still keep doing it. 
You have to ask yourself the question Why? When 
if you thought about it for a moment you know it 
would end in disaster for a bit of sex on the side. 
We all know it is wrong , Is it worth it? 
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It is the darkness inside in each and 
every one of us.  

We need to keep it in check. The only way I know 
is with the fear of God. Proverbs says the fear of 
God is wisdom. Wisdom comes from above. The 
easiest thing is to say there is no God, or keep 
him out of the picture and then you think you are 
accountable only to yourself but we are also ac-
countable to the government and the laws of the 
land whether we like it or not.  

A cause and an effect, an action and a reaction 
for example if we don’t drink enough water 
we will often get a headache, so it is with eve-
rything in life there is a right environment 
that everything works best.  

Chapter Message

It is a known fact that men are turned on 
visually. On the other hand women are turned 
on by feelings words and soft touch.  
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Chapter Action Plan

•	Download goals and needs of spouse / partner.
•	Write down positive things you can do.

Notes of Wisdom

“The way of a fool is right in 
his own eyes” Proverbs.
As a dog returns to his vomit, so a fool 
returns to his behaviour. Proverbs.

Forms, Life tools and Links

 » www.abconlinebooks.com
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Chapter 7

Sexual Abuse

Sexual abuse is one aspect which comes down to lack 
of respect for the value of people. Respect for others, 
and understanding of where crossing the line is.

Your Chapter Goals

•	Abusive relationships.
•	Anger and forgiveness.

Abusive Relationships 

As a child you may have been abused Physically, 
verbally, emotionally, or sexually. If you are doing to 
your children what was done to you as child  then  
you are caught up in these abusive actions. From 
today  make a decision to stop it, change, and not 
let it continue for the sake of your children. Be big 
enough to admit to yourself, if you have problems to 
change get professional help if you need to.  
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But begin now, today to change the outcome 
for your kids. It will help them love you for 
a lifetime. If you need to say sorry say it, 
ask them to forgive you and put things in 
place to help you change in that area.  

Forgive 
so you can be free

As long as you continue to carry around the pain, 
guilt or hurt, then you are still being abused, forgive 
the most important person, forgive yourself.  You 
can never leave it behind you, until you let go, and 
move on with your life.   Use the form Changing 
Addictive Habits to help you. We all have problems 
in our life the important thing is to start doing 
something about it in order to change the outcome. 

 » A full size  A4 version of this form is free to  

 download a the website www.abconlinebooks.com
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Changing addictive habits

(1) Details .........................................……………

(1) Actions / Steps..................................................

(1) Mentor............................ | Review Date...........

(2) Details .........................................……………

(2) Actions / Steps..................................................

(2) Mentor............................ | Review Date...........

(3) Details .........................................……………

(3) Actions / Steps..................................................

(3) Mentor............................ | Review Date...........
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Q.1. What is the level of commitment are  
you willing to give to achieve the  
actions steps in changing habits.  

…………………………………………………

…………………………………………………
Q.2. Are you ready to determine in your heart that 
you want to be break the addictive habits in your life.

…………………………………………………

…………………………………………………
Q.3. How often will you look at the  
Action Steps for Changing habits.

…………………………………………………
Q.4. What time will you set aside to work 
on breaking these addictive habits.

…………………………………………………

Signed …………………………… Dated …………
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Anger and Forgiveness and Wise Choices:

We all get angry and have trouble forgiving someone 
when they hurt us. Research shows us it is better for 
our health to forgive and to move on with your life.  
This is a wise principal that will help you through-
out your life if you can live by it, otherwise resent-
ment will literally eat you away on the inside with 
unwanted health problems.  

Why forgive someone if they have hurt you or 
wronged you? 

If you forgive someone, then you are in control 
of the situation and the person who offended or 
hurt you doesn’t have power over you any more.

What does forgiveness do when you are angry 
with someone or something? 

Forgiveness takes the power away from anger.
There is a law just like gravity when you forgive 
someone it changes the situation and your attitude.
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Research has shown that it is better for your 
health, when you forgive and move on from the 
hurt or disappointment. 

Holding grudges or hate towards someone eats 
us away on the inside, like a cancer or ulcers. 

 » Life ? Answered

7 questions about life.

Q.1. Why do bad things happen to good people. 
Q.2. Why do babies and little children die.
Q.3. If there is a God why does he let children die?
Q.4. If God is a God of Love then why does 
 he allow bad things to happen to children.
Q.5. I believe I am a Christian and a good  
 Person I will go to heaven won’t I.
Q.6. Why do people die from starvation?
Q.7. Why are people murdered and 
 killed by dictators etc.
 » Seethe answers on website www.abconlinebooks.com
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Chapter Message

This is a touchy subject that is too widespread a 
problem that needs to be addressed by the offender. 
It may not be easy but today make a decision to stop 
and change the things you may be doing. Begin to be 
a person of character, get professional help if needed.

Chapter Action Plan

•	Plan and commit to change.
•	Demonstrate your love for your kids  

by changing.

Notes of Wisdom

“Practice is nine-tenths.” Ralph Waldo Emerson

Forms, Life tools and Links

 » www.abconlinebooks.com 
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Reader feedback

Dear Reader
We appreciate and value your feedback, com-
ments, suggestions and stories of how the book 
has helped you.   

Please email: info@abconlinebooks.com

For an up to date list of books available 
by author please check our web site  
www.abconlinebooks.com  

Gift suggestions

Purchase several books for gifts and presents and save, 
visit the website for specials and loyalty discounts.
www.abconlinebooks.com
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Addendum

Extract from (MATeS) conducted in 2003 
www.mja.com.au/public/issues/

[1] Holden CA, McLachlan RI, Pitts M,  
Cumming R, Wittert G, Agius P, Handelsman DJ  
and de Kretser DM. Men in Australia,  
Telephone Survey (MATeS) I:  
A National Survey of the Reproductive Health  
And Concerns Of Middle Aged and Older  
Australian Men. Lancet 2005; 366: 218-24

Extracts from www.healthline.com (Dec 2010)

Domestic Policy — By Joe Carter on March 
13, 2008 at 12:41 am  USA Studies 

WebMD.com (better information better health.) 
Guest Michael Castleman answers sex questions. 

Extract from http://health.howstuff-
works.com/sexual-health
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Extract from choicesaz.org Dec 2010 Ab-
stinence | Prescription | Condoms 
Holmes KK, Levine R, Weaver M.
Department of Medicine, and Director, Center for AIDS 
and STD, University of Washington, 325 9th Avenue, 
Seattle, WA 98104, USA. worthy@u.washington.edu

Sexually Transmissible Infections Strategy 2005–
2008, in parallel with the fifth National
HIV/AIDs Strategy 2005–200816, and the Na-
tional Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Sexual Health and Blood Borne Virus Strate-
gy 2005–2008 (a continuation of the National
Indigenous Australians’ Sexual Health Strate-
gy 1996–97 to 2003–04).19 The goal of the
National STIs Strategy is ‘to reduce the transmis-
sion of STIs, with particular reference to STIs
other than HIV, through improved awareness 
and access to appropriate health services’.20
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Extract from 2003 STIs (sexually transmit-
ted disease, human immunodeficiency ...
www.aihw.gov.au/publications/gep/

Extract from Monograph Series Num-
ber 26:  La Trobe University VIC 
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About the Author 

Frank Miles is a Business and Personal Coach, 
Consultant and Qualified Trainer. Over the last 
30 years Frank has owned and operated various 
successful businesses, Building Maintenance 
& Equipment Hire, Landscaping, Concreting, 
Painting, Professional Systems, Real Estate Sales, 
Rentals & Training, Body Corporate Manage-
ment, Development Construction, Youth worker, 
Coaching, Consultancy, and Training.   

Frank has a passion and desire to help people 
enjoy and excel in Business and Personal life.  In 
1976 Frank studied hotel motel management and 
catering at the school of food Coorparoo Brisbane. 
In 1987 Frank successfully completed Real Estate 
Practices at Toowoomba Tafe College.  Frank has 
attained a high level of knowledge and understand-
ing in medium sized businesses. In 2003 Frank 
successfully completed the Diploma in Business 
Management with several Distinctions and Credits.  
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Being community minded Frank has been, Chairman 
and committee member of School Boards. Presi-
dent of the of REIQ Toowoomba, Lectured in 
Schools on Life Skill Subjects. Frank has also been 
involved in fund raising, for community events and 
other activities, for a number of years he was a vol-
unteer for Schoolies week.    

Frank has sponsored and supported many community 
organizations such as Surf Life Saving Clubs, Suicide 
Prevention, and many other charitable non profit 
organizations. Over the years Frank has been Guest 
Speaker at business and Community Meetings in 1994 
he was appointed a Justice of the Peace. 
 
Frank currently lives in Cairns with his won-
derful wife Gina, they have 7 children and 8 
grandchildren. He will encourage you to imple-
ment your dreams and desires in life, with his 
organisational training and speaking. 
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5 Minute Business Tune Up: A vital checklist 
of big ideas to “Rev Up” your business. 

Employing & Training the Right Staff: 
This is the single biggest improvement that 
any business can make, regardless of size.

How to know God:  A practical guide to building 
a deep and personal relationship with God.

Teenage Life Skills: A guide to help teens
make wise and informed choices in life.

Time Management: Proven Tips, Tools and 
Techniques that add hours to your week.

Operation Peter:  A collection of practical
evangelism tools & “How-To” techniques.

Achieving Dreams & Goals:  A collection
of tools & keys to help you get results that will 
have your life moving in fast-forward!

Building Happier Relationships: A practical
guide to help you better understand people. 

www.abconlinebooks.com

FREE  with every bookWorkbook
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